"We Are Not Passive Observers - We have a potential within us that is our
acceptance of the scientific fact that we each have the ability to create a
quality of feeling in our hearts – not our thoughts in our minds. That feeling
in our hearts is directly affecting the physical stuff our world is made of. It
has a direct effect on everything from the individual healing of a body to the
collective peace of a planet. When we feel the feeling of something as
though it has already happened, there is an effect [in the divine matrix.]"
Gregg Braden, scientist and visionary http://www.greggbraden.com/about/
The following is paraphrased from Gregg Braden’s talk on Coast-to-Coast
radio January 18th 2007 regarding The Devine Matrix:
2500 year old texts that were lost until now, tells us what quantum physicists
are now discovering: that the power of emotion in feeling is the language
that this divine matrix (this field – Nature's mind – created for us)
recognizes. When we can feel in our hearts the things that we choose to
experience in the world, this gives the field something to work with and
mirrors that feeling back to us. If collectively we are told by government and
news media how much to fear, is it possible that what we are seeing today in
our world is a mirror of our collective fear? If the field is mirroring what we
feel, what would happen if we felt differently? If we felt peace; if we felt
justice; if we felt health; if we felt abundance, even though the world around
us may not always seem to support that, what would happen in our world?
Indeed our world would change for the better.
When you create that prayer in our heart, it's already there. Use your energy
to feel the feeling as if your loved one is safe; is healthy; is experiencing
justice; is experiencing freedom so that the field can mirror that back to us.
This feeling isn't something we do every once in a while; it is something we
become. Feeling is a prayer so we are essentially in prayer all the time, every
day.
Every mode of prayer, thought and feeling is valid and works. Adding
feeling to the prayers and desires gives the divine matrix something to work
with.
When we know that we are part of everything we see and that we are part of
the solution, we then know that we can collectively change the world. These

are profound concepts that have been hidden from us for 2500 years or
more.
We are talking about a force that connects everything and everyone has
access it. And we already know the language to speak to that force. That
opens the doorway to another force that nothing on this earth can touch.
When we tap into this power of emotion in our bodies to speak to the field in
a meaningful way, we are empowered to be more than victims in our lives.
This is because physical matter stems from this field.

